DVDs
Record 8 of 47
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ755.8 .C662 2006  AVAILABLE

Record 9 of 47
TITLE Common sense parenting. Volume 1, Building relationships [videorecording] / produced by the Common Sense Parenting Program at Girls and Boys Town.
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ755.8 .C66 2006  AVAILABLE

Record 10 of 47
TITLE Cultural perspectives on parenting [videorecording] / producer, Daniel Ossian ; director, Jon Anderson.
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ755.8 .C85 2003  AVAILABLE

Record 19 of 47
TITLE Infants [videorecording] / Learning Seed ; producer/writer, Kathleen O. Ryan ; producer, Tracy Ullman.
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ767.9 .I54 2010 V.1  AVAILABLE
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ767.9 .I54 2010 v.2  AVAILABLE
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ767.9 .I54 2010 V.3  AVAILABLE

Record 20 of 47
TITLE Toddlers [videorecording] / Learning Seed.
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ767.9 .T644 2009 v.1  AVAILABLE
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ767.9 .T644 2009 v.2  AVAILABLE
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ767.9 .T644 2009 v.3  AVAILABLE

Record 21 of 47
TITLE Our families, ourselves [videorecording] / INTELECOM Intelligent Telecommunications ; produced and written by Glenn Kammen.
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ536 .O97 2007 v.4  AVAILABLE
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ536 .O97 2007 v.13  AVAILABLE
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ536 .O97 2007 v.14  AVAILABLE

Record 22 of 47
TITLE Maybe baby [videorecording] / a film by Shannon O'Rourke ; produced & directed by Shannon O'Rourke ; How to Crack an Egg Productions, Inc.
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ755.8 .M39 2007  AVAILABLE

Record 23 of 47
TITLE Dads make a difference [videorecording]
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ756.7 .D23 2006  AVAILABLE
Record 24 of 47
TITLE The strengthening families program [videorecording] : for parents and youth 10-14 / Iowa State University, University Extension ; written and directed by Virginia Molgaard and Beth Fleming and Karol Kumpfer ; produced by Steven Kurtenbach.
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ755.85 .S774 2006 AVAILABLE
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ755.85 .S774 2006 Leader AVAILABLE

Record 25 of 47
TITLE Postpartum [videorecording] : from pregnant to parent.
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD RG852 .P67 2005 AVAILABLE

Record 26 of 47
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HQ759 .M66 2005 AVAILABLE

Record 29 of 47
DVDs (Lower Level)  DVD HV6626.5 .T3 2002 AVAILABLE

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS
Record 7 of 47
TITLE 21st century exploring parenting [videorecording]
EDITION Spanish version.
Government Documents Gov Doc HE 23.1116:P 21/DVD/SP AVAILABLE

Record 12 of 47
TITLE 21st century exploring parenting [videorecording]
Government Documents ov Doc HE 23.1116:P 21/DVD AVAILABLE

Record 27 of 47
TITLE Building blocks for a healthy future. Know kit cards. Ages 3-4 [graphic]
E-Resource  Gov Doc HE 20.402:B 62/AGES 3- ONLINE ACCESS
Government Documents Gov Doc HE 20.402:B 62/AGES 3- AVAILABLE
VIEW ELECTRONIC RESOURCE  http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS64461

Record 28 of 47
TITLE Building blocks for a healthy future. Know kit cards. Ages 5-6 [graphic]
VIEW ELECTRONIC RESOURCE  http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS64462

Record 44 of 47
TITLE 15+, make time to listen, take time to talk--about bullying [activity card]
Record 45 of 47
TITLE Building blocks for a healthy future. Character cards [graphic]
E-Resource Gov Doc HE 20.402:B 62 ONLINE ACCESS
VIEW ELECTRONIC RESOURCE http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS65029

Record 46 of 47
TITLE 100 consejos para los padres [cards]
Government Documents Gov Doc ED 1.302:P 21/7/SPAN AVAILABLE

Record 47 of 47
TITLE 100 tips for parents [cards]
Government Documents Gov Doc ED 1.302:P 21/7 AVAILABLE

KITS
Record 1 of 47
AUTHOR Popkin, Michael, 1950-
TITLE Active parenting for stepfamilies [kit] : for parents and stepparents / Michael H. Popkin and Elizabeth Einstein.
Kits (Lower Level) Kit 852 AVAILABLE

Record 2 of 47
TITLE Active parenting now [kit] : for parents of children ages 5 to 12.
Kits (Lower Level) Kit 846 AVAILABLE

Record 3 of 47
AUTHOR Boyan, Susan.
Kits (Lower Level) Kit 853 AVAILABLE

Record 4 of 47
Kits (Lower Level) Kit 848 AVAILABLE

Record 5 of 47
AUTHOR Dinkmeyer, Don C.
TITLE Early childhood STEP [(kit) : systematic training for effective parenting of children under six / Don Dinkmeyer Sr., Gary D. McKay, James S. Dinkmeyer, Don Dinkmeyer Jr., Joyce McKay ; directed by Eric Klang, Chris Luthy ; script, Gary R. Lindberg.
Kits (Lower Level) Kit 957 AVAILABLE

Record 6 of 47
TITLE 1, 2, 3, 4 parents! [kit] : parenting children ages 1 to 4 / by Michael H. Popkin ; contributing authors, Betsy Gard & Marilyn Montgomery.
Kits (Lower Level) Kit 847 AVAILABLE
VHS TAPES
Record 11 of 47
TITLE        Parenting successful children [videorecording]
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 2597) AVAILABLE

Record 13 of 47
TITLE        Understanding parenting styles [videorecording] : authoritarian-democratic-permissive / written by Mike Teele ; directed by Jason Hawkins.
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1406) AVAILABLE
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1406 guide) AVAILABLE

Record 14 of 47
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 3017) AVAILABLE

Record 15 of 47
TITLE        Parenting children with special needs [videorecording] / creator, Bill Wagonseller ; director, Kip Patterson ; writer/producer, Paul Terry.
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1095) AVAILABLE

Record 16 of 47
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1536) AVAILABLE

Record 17 of 47
AUTHOR       Johnson, Nancy L.
TITLE        Parenting in the 90s [videorecording] : your gifted child / featuring Nancy L. Johnson.
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 505) AVAILABLE

Record 18 of 47
TITLE        Raising an emotionally intelligent child [videorecording] : the heart of parenting.
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 3002) AVAILABLE

Record 30 of 47
TITLE        Baby love [videorecording] / produced and directed by Carol Cassidy.
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 2261) AVAILABLE

Record 31 of 47
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 2805 no.2) AVAILABLE

Record 32 of 47
TITLE        Drugs and sex [videorecording] / Linkletter Films ; executive producers, Art Linkletter, Barbara Bender, Pamela J. Nelson ; producers, Barbara Bender, Denny Cogswell ; script, Barbara Bender.
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 2685) AVAILABLE
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 2685 guide) AVAILABLE
Record 33 of 47
TITLE Born bad [videorecording] / Cable News Network, Inc.
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 2945) AVAILABLE

Record 34 of 47
TITLE Alternatives to spanking [videorecording] / Development Productions.
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1686 pt.1) AVAILABLE
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1686 pt.1 guide) AVAILABLE
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1686 pt.2) AVAILABLE
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1686 pt.2 guide) AVAILABLE
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1686 pt.3) AVAILABLE
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1686 pt.3 guide) AVAILABLE
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1686 pt.4) AVAILABLE
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1686 pt.4 guide) AVAILABLE
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1686 pt.5) AVAILABLE
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1686 pt.5 guide) AVAILABLE

Record 35 of 47
TITLE Children, the internet & pornography [videorecording]
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 2963 v.1) AVAILABLE
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 2963 v.2) AVAILABLE
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 2963 v.3) AVAILABLE

Record 36 of 47
TITLE Families talk about -- education starts at home [videorecording]
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 2004) AVAILABLE

Record 37 of 47
TITLE A.D.D. from A to Z [videorecording] : a comprehensive guide to attention deficit disorder /
director, George Rodriques.
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1271) AVAILABLE

Record 38 of 47
TITLE Helping your child succeed [videorecording] / produced for Boys Town by Keidel Enterprises, Inc.;
executive producers, Barbara Lonnborg, Thomas Gregory ; producers, Dale Keidel, Lydia Sue Keidel ; director,
Dale Keidel ; writer, Cindy Murphy McMahon.
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 909) AVAILABLE

Record 39 of 47
TITLE Teaching responsible behavior [videorecording] / produced for Boys Town by Keidel Enterprises, Inc.;
producers, Dale Keidel, Lydia Sue Keidel ; director, Dale Keidel ; writer, Cindy Murphy McMahon.
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 910) AVAILABLE

Record 40 of 47
TITLE Toddlers [videorecording] : the second year of life / Magna Systems ; program producers, Shanta
and Milan Herzog.
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1497) AVAILABLE
Record 41 of 47
TITLE What kids want to know about sex and growing up [videorecording] / Children's Television Workshop ; producer, Terry Randell ; director, Ozzie Alfonso ; writer, Ellen Sherman.
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 2962 AVAILABLE

Record 42 of 47
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 1148 AVAILABLE

Record 43 of 47
VHS Tapes (Lower Lev VR 2915 AVAILABLE